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ROB: Benchmarking on the Cloud
The Reproducible Open Benchmarks for Data Analysis Platform (ROB)[1][2] is a platform developed to help
evaluate data analysis workflows in a controlled competition-style environment. ROB was inspired by the
Top Tagger Comparison analysis (2019)[3] that compared multiple different top tagger neural networks. ROB
has two main goals: (1) reduce the amount of time required to organize and evaluate such benchmarks, and
(2) ensure reproducibility of benchmark results. Towards the first goal, ROB provides a platform where the
benchmark coordinator defines the benchmark workflow template and provides input data (e.g. training data)
for the benchmarked task. The benchmark participants provide their implementations for individual steps in
the benchmark workflow. ROB orchestrates the execution of the individual workflows and ranks their results
to compare the performance of all benchmark submissions.

In this work, we address the second goal. ROB relies on existing workflow engines to execute the benchmark
workflows. To achieve reproducibility of benchmark results we integrate ROB with the Reproducible research
data analysis platform (REANA). REANA allows users to run their containerized workflows and archive the
results on a remote server[4]. Using REANA as the execution backend for ROB makes it easier to archive a
workflow run and reproduce the results since REANA archives all the required files and workflow logs for
reproducing the results on the cloud. By using REANA, we also achieve a significant scalability improvement
for ROB over the previously used native workflow engine. In future work, we are further planning to extend
ROB to be able to run workflows on other services such as Google Cloud Platform and AWS.
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Significance
By Integrating REANA, ROB can now archive the run and the benchmarks on the cloud. This benchmark can
now easily be referenced and reproduced, which is one of the primary goals of ROB. By running workflows
on the cloud, ROB is no longer limited to the server it is running on and can run multiple workflows and
benchmark them parallelly.
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